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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

Core-brush hybrid nanoparticles containing PEG surface functions are highly interesting as 

biologically inert and smart stimuli-responsive materials for future applications in 

biosensors, drug delivery, tissue engineering and optical systems. In this context, surface 

modification methodologies are critical to exert a thorough control of morphological and 

functional aspects such as grafting density, polymer conformation or colloidal dispersability. 

In this work, we present core-brush hybrid nanoparticles synthesis from SiO2 particles and 

an oligo(ethyleneglycol)-based polymer. Di(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate 

(DEGMA) was successfully grafted using the grafting-from approach. In particular, we 

compared DEGMA grafting on SiO2 particles using three pathways, where route 1 and 2 

corresponds to a surface-initiated atom radical polymerization (SI-ATRP), while pathway 3 

consists in a photo-grafting polymerization. The polymer density grafted on the SiO2 surface, 
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as well as the dispersion and stability of the core-brush particles colloid system were 

investigated. We demonstrate that although all the methodologies were successful in 

immobilizing the PDEGMA on the surface, selection of the synthetic route is key to control 

crucial characteristics of core-brush NPs such as grafted polymer density, dispersion and 

colloidal stability. The accurate control of these critical features through the synthesis 

pathway is of great importance for the performance of these novel materials. 

 

KEYWORDS 

Hybrid materials; core-brush nanoparticles; responsive silica colloids; functional polymer 

brushes; PEG-functionalized colloids 

 

1. Introduction 

Organic-inorganic hybrid nanoparticles are essential functional components for advanced 

applications in fields ranging from nanomedicine to food packaging and catalysis.[1] 

Organic–inorganic hybrid materials can be tailor-made with an infinite number of 

architectures and in diverse physical forms depending on the requirements of their final 

application, adjusting conveniently the starting materials and the strategies of synthesis and 

functionalization.[1–7] Core-brush particles, consisting in covalently graft polymer chains 

onto the inorganic core, have attracted increasing interest, since they can be obtained with 

high particle size control, dispersibility and functionality.[8] In these hybrid nanomaterials, 

the properties of the inorganic core and the organic polymer shell are combined, resulting in 
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a  new class of materials that exhibit improved performance for the design and control of the 

properties of polymers and surfaces compared to their microparticle counterparts.[9–14] In 

this context, several research works have shown that the dispersibility, the degree of particle 

aggregation and the nanoparticle surface chemistry are key parameters for the control of the 

stability, structure, physical and mechanical properties of nanocomposites, suspensions, 

foams and mixtures of polymers, maintaining the cohesion between the particles and the host 

matrix under shearing or thermal constraint.[8,15,16]  

Among the various inorganic oxides, silica particles have received much attention due to 

their, high surface area, cost-effective production, and the simple surface modification, 

biocompatibility and cost-effective production.[14,17–22] Functionalization of the silica 

surface can be carried out in a straightforward fashion by controlling the reactivity of silanol 

species (-SiOH) with organosilicon alkoxides in different media. The grafted organic 

moieties play a critical role in the specific properties of the resulting hybrid materials, such 

as chemical binding ability, surface charge, hydrophobicity and colloidal stability, and can 

be further derivatized with other useful functionalities.[14] Functional polymer brushes have 

been successfully grafted to the surface from a rich library of monomer species by following 

either conventional free or controlled radical polymerization, with the aim to modified the 

nanoparticle surface.[23] In this sense, up to now, many efficient techniques have been 

reported for the successful implementation of the “grafting from” approach.[23]  

Non-controlled radical polymerizations generally present some advantages, for example 

involve simple equipment, low cost of processing, fast reaction rate and therefore, they are 

the most viable since an industrial scalability point of view.[18,24] However, controlled 

radical polymerizations allow a better control of the molecular weight and the polydispersion 
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of grafted polymer chains, producing well-defined architectures.[25,26] The application of 

these two types of radical polymerization through specific methodologies, allowed creating 

a wide diversity of core-brush structures from SiO2 NPs and monomers of different nature. 

For example, Van Nguyen et al., analyzed the kinetics of the process of the free-radical graft 

polymerization of 1-Vinyl-2-pyrrolidone onto vinyltrimethoxysilane (VTMS) modified 

silica via a model that incorporates the hybrid cage–complex initiation mechanism.[27] More 

recently, Khoonsap et al., studied the grafting of poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) on silica 

nanoparticles via the sequential UV-induced graft polymerization.[28] On the other hand, 

using a controlled polymerization, Du and co-workers prepared thermosensitive SiO2 

nanoparticles with brushes of poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate (POEGMA) 

on its surface via atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP).[29]  

Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and its derivatives exhibit many unique physical and 

biochemical properties, such as uncharged, non-toxicity, non-immunogenesis, non-

antigenicity, excellent biocompatibility, protein-resistant and miscibility with many solvents 

and have been widely applied in biomedical applications.[30–33] In addition, the 

thermosensitive nature of PEG-based surface chains was recently proposed as an attractive 

alternative to traditional poly(n-isopropylacrylamide), PNIPAm. For example, random 

copolymers of 2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethyl methacrylate (MEO2MA, n=2) and oligo(ethylene 

glycol) methacrylate (OEGMA, n~9) exhibit lower critical solution temperature (LCST) 

tunable values between 26 °C and 90 °C. The LCST can be precisely adjusted by varying the 

length of the oligo(ethylene oxide) side chain.[34] Conventional methods for immobilizing 

PEG brushes on substrates include adsorption of PEG block copolymers at multiple sites on 

the surface, direct attachment of self-assembled PEG monolayer to surfaces, 
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functionalization with organosilanes containing PEG as organic moiety and graft 

polymerization of PEG monomers to a polymer backbone. For example, Shin and 

collaborators reported the successful modification surface silica nanoparticles with 

poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate (PEGMA) or poly(propylene glycol) methacrylate 

(PPGMA) using grafting from approach on the particle surface via UV-

photopolymerization.[35]  

It is important to emphasize that the controlled surface modification of silica nanoparticles is 

not trivial and the reaction conditions and reagents must be carefully chosen depending on 

the final purpose. The effectiveness of each strategy to build a surface that exhibits the 

properties required depends not only on the intrinsic properties of the grafted functional 

chain, but also on molecular structure and surface coverage. Although a considerable 

attention has been focused on the successful particle surface modification by different graft 

polymerization, the conditions for achieving dispersion control, colloidal stability and 

polymer content in hybrid silica nanoparticles are still not sufficiently established. This 

constitutes a limitation for the actual design of precisely controlled core-brush nanopartciles. 

In this article we report the development and synthesis of core-brush nanoparticles via 

grafting-from approach. For this, poly di(ethyleneglycol) methyl ether methacrylate 

(PDEGMA) was successfully grafted on SiO2 nanoparticles by two frequently used graft 

polymerization techniques, surface-initiated atom transfer radical (SI-ATRP) and UV photo-

initiated polymerization. The obtained results demonstrated that although all the 

methodologies addressed were successful in immobilizing the PDEGMA on the surface, key 

characteristics for core-brush NPs performance in the desired application, such as grafted 

polymer density, dispersion and the colloidal system stability showed significant differences. 
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2. Materials and methods  

2.1. Materials 

Tetraethylorthosilicate (98%, TEOS), chloropropyltriethoxysilane (95%, CPTES), 

vinyltriethoxysilane (97%, VTES), N,N-diisopropylethylamine (99%, DIPEA), (3-

aminopropyl) triethoxysilane (99%, APTES), 2-bromopropionyl bromide 97%, di(ethylene 

glycol) methyl ether methacrylate (95%, DEGMA), 2,2′-bipyridine (99%, biPy), copper(I) 

bromide (99.9%, CuBr), 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (99%, DMPA) were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Concentrated aqueous ammonia and absolute ethanol were 

obtained from Biopack and toluene and methanol were purchased from Merck. All chemicals 

were used as received. Water used was deionized (18 MΩ.cm) and filtered. N-

(triethoxysilyl)propyl-2-bromopropanamide (BPATES) was prepared following the 

methodology previously reported by Tugulu et al.[36] 

 

2.2. Hybrid nanomaterials preparation 

 

2.2.1. Synthesis of SiO2 nanoparticles 

Silica nanoparticles were prepared according to the Stöber method.[37] A portion of TEOS 

was added under vigorous stirring to a mixture containing absolute ethanol, deionized water 

and concentrated aqueous ammonia. The final molar concentrations were TEOS 0.17 M, 

NH3.H2O 0.75 M and H2O 2 M. The mixture was stirred overnight at room temperature. 

Afterwards, in case of CPTES and BPATES functionalization, the suspension was exposed 
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to the following steps: it was distilled under vacuum by a rotary evaporator (thermostatic 

bath temperature 52 °C, pressure closer to 19 kPa) in order to remove ammonia and water, 

until suspension pH was 6-7 and extra ethanol was added to prevent the suspension from 

drying out. The NPs were washed with 0.1 M HCl in order to hydrolyze the surface -SiOC2H5 

remaining groups from the synthesis, followed by several washes with water until neutral 

pH; each wash using centrifugation cycles at 8000 rpm for 15 minutes and resuspension by 

sonication. The washed NPs were dried in vacuum at room temperature for 72 h. While, in 

case of functionalization with VTES, the suspension resulting from the Stöber synthesis was 

used without further treatment for the next steps.  

Typically, the amount of SiO2 and modified SiO2 NPs employed in the following syntheses 

was around 100 mg (1% m/v suspension). Surface modification of these SiO2 NPs was 

performed in three routes as shown in Scheme 1. For each route, the synthesis conditions 

studied were carried out at least twice for reproducibility evaluation. 

 

Scheme 1. Surface modification on SiO2 NPs by PDEGMA grafting. *BPATES (N-

(triethoxysilyl)propyl-2-bromopropanamide) synthesis. 
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 2.2.2. Pathway 1– Surface-Initiated ATRP of DEGMA on SiO2-Cl NPs   

Immobilization of ATRP initiator (CPTES) on SiO2 NPs surface, SiO2-Cl NPs preparation  

The dry SiO2 NPs were redispersed in toluene after 30 minutes sonication (1% m/v 

suspension). Subsequently, DIPEA was added reaching a 0.14 M, and the suspension was 

stirred at 60 °C. CPTES was added and allowed to react under stirring overnight. The amount 

of CPTES used in the synthesis corresponds to 50 times the one required to cover the SiO2 

NPs surface with a monolayer of organic silane agent, assuming a grafting density of 2 

molecules/nm2 and a density of the SiO2 NP of 1.58 g/cm3.[38] The exposed surface area was 

estimated from the hydrodynamic diameter obtained by DLS. Afterwards, the necessary 

amount of ethanol was added to the suspension to completely remove toluene by azeotropic 
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distillation with a rotary evaporator. The SiO2-Cl NPs obtained by silanization with CPTES 

were washed three times by dispersion-centrifugation (5000 rpm, 15 minutes) with ethanol 

and dried under vacuum during 72 hours at room temperature.  

Synthesis of (SiO2-Cl)-g-PDEGMA NPs 

The dry SiO2-Cl NPs were resuspended in methanol by a sonication process during 30 

minutes in a Schlenk tube diluted in half with deionized water (0.25 % m/v suspension). 

Then, the ligand 2,2’-biPy and the monomer DEGMA were added. Nitrogen was bubbled 

during 30 minutes in order to degas the system. Finally, CuBr was added under N2 and it was 

bubbled during 15 minutes. The reactants were added in the following molar ratio with 

respect to the CPTES used in the functionalization: CPTES: 2,2’-biPy: CuBr: DEGMA 1: 1: 

1: 50. The reaction was carried out at 25 °C overnight (polymerization was stopped by 

opening the flask to permit air to enter). Finally, the hybrid nanoparticles (SiO2-Cl)-g-

PDEGMA type core-brush were obtained with brushes of poly(DEGMA), PDEGMA. The 

NPs were washed and recovered by six dispersion-centrifugation cycles (4500 rpm, 15 

minutes) in ethanol-water in order to eliminate the non-attached monomer. Finally, the NPs 

were washed and recovered with HCl 0.1 M (once) and water (two portions) in order to 

remove the complex CuBr-biPy (See supporting information Figure S1). The (SiO2-Cl)-g-

PDEGMA NPs were dispersed in ethanol to obtain a stock suspension 5% w/v. 

 

2.2.3. Pathway 2 – Surface-initiated ATRP of DEGMA on SiO2-Br  

 Synthesis and immobilization of N-(triethoxysilyl)propyl-2-bromopropanamide (BPATES, 

ATRP initiator) on SiO2 NPs, SiO2-Br NPs preparation 
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Synthesis: N-(triethoxysilyl)propyl-2-bromopropanamide (BPATES) was prepared 

following the methodology previously reported by Tugulu et al.[36] Briefly, 2-

bromoisobutyryl bromide (3 mL, 24 mmol) was added slowly and under ice cooling to a 

solution of 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (3.5 mL, 20 mmol) and triethylamine (3.35 mL, 

24 mmol) in 30 mL of anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (THF). The solution was allowed to warm 

to room temperature and stirring was continued for 3 h. The reaction was carried out under 

nitrogen atmosphere and then the product was purified and characterized by 1H-NMR and 

13C-NMR.   

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 6.87 (s, 1H), 3.53 (s, 9H), 3.22 (m, 2H), 1.91 (s, 6H), 1.62 

(m, 2H), 0.62 (t, J = 8.12 Hz, 2H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 6.3, 22.5, 32.4, 42.6, 50.5, 

62.5, 77.4, 171.8. 

Immobilization: The dry SiO2 NPs were redispersed in the majority portion of the total dry 

toluene volume to be used and then BPATES was dissolved in the remaining part of the 

solvent, and it was added. The amount of BPATES used in the functionalization followed the 

criteria previously applied with CPTES, and the final concentration of the suspension was 

1,7 % m/v. The mixture was allowed to react under stirring at 100 °C for 2 hours, and then 

at room temperature overnight. The SiO2-Br NPs were washed three times by dispersion-

centrifugation (5000 rpm, 15 minutes) with ethanol and they were dried under vacuum during 

72 hours at room temperature.  

Synthesis of (SiO2-Br)-g-PDEGMA NPs 

The procedure used was similar to that followed to obtain the (SiO2-Cl)-g-PDEGMA NPs: 

briefly, 2,2’-biPy and DEGMA were added to a suspension 0.25 % m/V of the SiO2-Br NPs 
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in MeOH : H2O 1 : 1 while CuBr was added in a later step. N2 bubbling was constatnt during 

along this procedure. The molar proportions are those previously indicated for Pathway 1. 

The reaction was carried out at 25 °C during 4 h.  The hybrid NPs (SiO2-Br)-g-PDEGMA 

obtained with brushes of PDEGMA were washed and recovered by the procedure outlined 

above, and they were dispersed in ethanol to obtain a stock suspension 5 % w/v. 

 

2.2.4. Photografting of DEGMA on SiO2-V NPs – Pathway 3 

VTES immobilization on SiO2 NPs, SiO2-V NPs preparation 

The SiO2-V NPs were synthesized from the bare SiO2 NPs suspension previously obtained, 

notice that this silanization process was carried out one-pot. The volume of VTES, calculated 

as in previous silanizations, was added to the SiO2 synthesis suspension under stirring, and 

allowed to react overnight at room temperature. The SiO2-V suspension was then distilled 

under vacuum using a rotary evaporator to remove ammonia and water, until suspension pH 

was 6-7. Excess of VTES was removed after two cycles of dispersion-centrifugation (5000 

rpm, 15 minutes) with fresh ethanol. The SiO2-V NPs were dispersed in ethanol to obtain a 

stock suspension 10 % w/v. 

Synthesis of (SiO2-V)-g-PDEGMA NPs  

In a glass vial, monomer, DEGMA, and photo-initiator, DMPA, were dissolved in absolute 

ethanol and then the necessary amount of the stock suspension of SiO2-V NPs was added. 

The molar ratio used with respect to the VTES used in the functionalization was VTES: 

DMPA: DEGMA 1: 0.01: 50 and the final concentration in NPs of the reaction suspension 
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was 1.1 % w/v. In order to degas the system, nitrogen was bubbled during 30 minutes. 

Afterwards, the reaction suspension was irradiated under stirring using a 15W, 18 "-long 

black-light lamp (λmax = 352 nm) overnight at room temperature. The polymerization was 

stopped by turning off the lamp and by opening the vial to permit air to enter. Finally, the 

obtained NPs were washed and recovered by dispersion-centrifugation cycles (4500 rpm, 15 

minutes) in acetone (four portion) and ethanol (two portion) for eliminate the non-attached 

components. The (SiO2-V)-g-PDEGMA NPs were dispersed in ethanol to obtain a stock 

suspension 5 % w/v.  

 

2.3 Equipment and Characterization techniques 

2.3.1. FTIR measurements 

Infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy measurements were performed with a Nicolet 

Magna 560 instrument, equipped with liquid N2 cooled MCT-A detector in DRIFTS mode. 

Samples were prepared mixing SiO2 or modified SiO2 NPs, previously dried under vacuum 

during 72 h, with KBr until reach a final composition of 3% w/w.  

2.3.2 Thermogravimetric analysis 

TGA data were obtained from TA Instruments – TGA Q500 equipment, under nitrogen flux 

(50 mL.min-1), in sealed alumina pans heated up to 800 °C (10 °C.min-1).   

The estimated number of surface grafted groups per area unit (Nexp) and percentage of 

grafting (%G) of modified SiO2 NPs by polymer was calculated using TGA data according 

to Equation 1 and 2 respectively. Where, morg is the final mass difference, minorg is the 
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remaining inorganic mass, SNP, VNP and ρ correspond to the surface, volume and density of 

the SiO2 NPs from geometric estimations, NA is the Avogadro’s number, Morg is the 

molecular weight of the incorporated organic group and m0 is initial mass. For the 

nanoparticle density, ρ, we assumed a value of 1.58 g/cm3 from literature.[12,28,38] 

𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑝 =
(

𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑔

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑔
)𝜌𝑉𝑁𝑃𝑁𝐴

𝑀𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑆𝑁𝑃
        Eq. 1 

% 𝐺 = 100
𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑔

𝑚𝑜
          Eq. 2 

2.3.4 Dynamic light scattering (DLS) 

DLS measurement was performed in a BI-200SM Goniometer Ver. 2.0 (Brookhaven 

Instrument Corp.) scanning the range of 30-150° every 10° (λ=637nm). Samples were 

prepared by diluting a 50 L aliquot of the NPs suspension in approximately 12 mL of 

ethanol, containing in a DLS glass vial. Hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) of the NPs was 

calculated using the Stokes-Einstein equation from the cumulant analysis from Brookhaven 

Instruments built-in software package. Polydispersity Index (PDI) was calculated from the 

cumulants analysis, and is dimensionless value of the broadness of the particle size 

distribution.  

2.3.3 Microscopy images 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were recorded using a Philips CM 200 

electronic microscope operating at 180 kV equipped with an energy dispersive spectrometer 

(EDS). Samples were prepared by dropcasting, where the dried NPs were dispersed in 

ethanol. Then, drops of this dispersion were placed onto standard carbon-coated colodion 
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film copper grids (200-mesh), which was followed by solvent evaporation. For each sample, 

a minimum of four different regions were studied. The estimated size of the NPs was 

calculated using the Image J public domain processing program. 

2.3.4 Thermo-responsiveness study 

The thermo-response behavior was evaluated using a (SiO2-Br)-g-PDEGMA NPs aqueous 

colloid suspension (5 % w/v), which was exposed to the temperature increasing from room 

temperature to 60 ºC under constant stirring.  

 

3. Results and discussion  

The size-controlled SiO2 NPs were obtained by the well-known Stöber method, from the sol-

gel process of hydrolysis and subsequent condensation of a Si alkoxide precursor (TEOS, in 

this case) in aqueous ethanol, using ammonia as a catalyst.[37] The molar concentrations of 

TEOS, NH3 and H2O used in synthesis lead to obtaining NPs of approximately 100 nm as 

part of a monodisperse colloidal system. 

Surface modification of these SiO2 NPs was performed in three routes as shown in Scheme 

1 (Materials and Methods Section 2.2); each one was divided in two steps. In the first step of 

the synthesis, the surface of SiO2 NPs was functionalized by a reaction with an organic silane 

agent, which was subsequently used in a second step, as an initiator for grafting 

polymerization. After this, type core-brush NPs of SiO2 were obtained with brushes of 

poly(DEGMA), PDEGMA. We decided to evaluate PDEGMA grafting on SiO2 surface via 

two frequently graft polymerization techniques, surface-initiated atom transfer radical SI-
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ATRP and photo polymerization. Therefore, the difference between the three routes was the 

kind of polymerization and initiator. In pathways 1 and 2 SI-ATRP, was performed; while in 

pathway 3 a photo polymerization was carried out. Chloropropyltriethoxysilane, CPTES, was 

used as SI-ATRP initiator in pathway 1, while N-(triethoxysilyl)propyl-2-

bromopropanamide BPATES was used in route 2.  In case of pathway 3, vinyltriethoxysilane, 

VTES, was used as initiator. Notice that, in order to make a comparative study; in the three 

synthetic routes, the ratio of organic silane agent as initiator is the same, which corresponds 

to 50 monolayers, as well as the molar ratio initiator: monomer 1:50 for PDEGMA grafting. 

However, for each route, other conditions were evaluated, such as initiator ratio or reaction 

time, in order to understand the effect of the synthesis variables in different aspects of the 

materials.  

Figure 1 shows DRIFTS-FTIR spectra of unmodified and silanized SiO2 NPs and the core-

brush hybrid material produced. All the samples shows the broad absorption band at around 

3800-3200 cm-1 and at 1640 cm-1, originated by the stretching and bending vibrations of the 

O–H groups, respectively; as well as the strong absorption bands in 1200-800 cm-1 region 

due to the O-Si-O vibrations. After silanization, weak bands in the interval 1350-1550 cm-1 

were observed due to stretching and deformation vibrations by the C-H bond of alkyl 

residues. In the case of BPATES silanization, an extra band in 1537 cm-1 appeared, due to 

N-H bending vibration of the amide group generated by the derivatization of the amino group 

of APTES. Notice that the signals from the C-H bond could be identified in the SiO2 spectrum 

corresponding to pathway 3, which was attributed to remaining ethoxy groups present in the 

silica NPs due to the incomplete hydrolysis of the TEOS during the Stöber synthesis.[39] 

These absorption bands were not observed in spectrum corresponding to pathway 1 and 2, 
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which was attributed to the removal of said groups by hydrolysis after washing with HCl 

solution. 

Upon graft polymerization, other intense bands appeared in the DRIFTS spectra confirming 

the PDEGMA successfully grafting on functionalized SiO2 particles. The main PDEGMA 

band observed corresponds to the stretching of -C=O at 1730 cm-1, accompanied by the anti-

symmetric and symmetric stretching modes of -CH2, distinguishable at approximately 2929 

and 2858 cm-1, and an increase in the corresponding signals C-H vibrations around 1500-

1430 cm-1. Moreover, Figure 1-i shows a different relative intense 1730 cm-1 band depending 

on the core-brush material: (SiO2-Cl)-g-PDEGMA and (SiO2-V)-g-PDEGMA NPs presented 

similar intensity, while (SiO2-Br)-g-PDEGMA showed the higher intensity. This result could 

be attributed to the highest polymer content in (SiO2-Br)-g-PDEGMA NPs, due to the SI-

ATRP was carried out using BPATES initiator on the SiO2 surface. It is well know that 

BPATES leads to the formation of a dense polymer layer (brush) due to its good 

reactivity.[40]  

 

Figure 1. DRIFTS-FTIR spectra of the PDEGMA core-brush NPs (i) and NPs spectra zoom 

in the different stages of each synthesis pathway (ii-iv).  
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The thermal properties of bare, silanized and PDEGMA core-brush SiO2 NPs were evaluated 

using TGA. Figure 2 shows TGA data of (SiO2-Br)-g-PDEGMA as a representative core-

brush SiO2 NPs with PDEGMA brushes system (for (SiO2-Cl)-g-PDEGMA and (SiO2-V)-g-

PDEGMA TGA data see Supporting Information Figure S2). The weight loss observed for 

bare SiO2 was around 10-15% when heated from room temperature to 800 °C, which was 

mainly caused by the elimination of strongly absorbed water up to approximately 200°C, and 

then by various dehydroxylation processes.[41] After SiO2 silanization with CPTES, 

BPATES and VTES, weight loss presented the same profile than bare SiO2 NPs and 
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significant differences were not observed. For the core-brush SiO2 NPs with PDEGMA 

brushes, two distinct weight losses were observed. The first weight loss was observed after 

heating to 200 °C, which was due to water being strongly absorbed.[41] The second weight 

loss took place between 200 and 600 °C, from a process corresponding to the progressive 

thermal decomposition of the remaining organic content. This occurred in several closely 

related but undistinguished stages, thereby making the assignation of the fragments 

impossible (monomers, dimers, etc,). From 600 °C, all thermograms remained mainly 

constant. The organic content of each system, as well as the organic loading achieved at each 

synthetic step, was calculated by taking into consideration the weight loss occurring from 

200 °C.  

The weight loss was 9.9, 24.7 and 9.8 % for (SiO2-Cl)-g-PDEGMA, (SiO2-Br)-g-PDEGMA 

and (SiO2-V)-g-PDEGMA, respectively. In addition, Table 1 shows the, estimated number 

of surface graphed groups per area unit, Nexp, and grafting percentage, %G calculated from 

thermogravimetric experiments. The Nexp value for silanized NPs in toluene did not show 

significant differences, while for one-pot silanized NPs the number was a bit higher. This 

result was consistent with the polycondensed organosilane networks bonding on the surface, 

a typical result in aqueous reaction media.[42] The (SiO2-Br)-g-PDEGMA NPs presented the 

highest Nexp and %G, 35.4 nm-2 and 17.9 %, respectively, while these parameters were similar 

for the SiO2 NPs modified with PDEGMA brushes obtained by routes 1 and 3. Notice that 

this TGA results showed a good correlation with the intensity of the signals of the DRIFTS 

spectra data, where BPATES led to the formation of the dense polymer layer (brush) on the 

surface of SiO2. 
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Figure 2. TGA data of unmodified SiO2 NPs, functionalized SiO2, SiO2-Br and SiO2 NPs 

grafted with PDEGMA, (SiO2-Br)-g-PDEGMA. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Estimated number of surface graphed groups per area unit, Nexp, and grafting 

percentage, %G calculated from thermogravimetric experiments. 
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(SiO2-Cl)-g-PDEGMA 5.1 3.5 

(SiO2-Br)-g-PDEGMA 35.4 17.9 

(SiO2-V)-g-PDEGMA 4.3 3.4 

 

DLS provides valuable information of the level of aggregation and interaction between 

suspended particles in solution. Table 2 shows the hydrodynamic diameter (DH) and the 

polydispersity index (PDI) values in absolute ethanol, obtained from NPs in each stage of 

synthesis for the three routes studied. Results show that for the different pathways, the DH 

changed throughout all the synthesis steps. For pathway 1, the bare SiO2 NPs presented a DH 

of 154 ± 3 nm and a good PDI, indicating monodispersed NPs. When the SI-ATRP initiator, 

CPTES, was immobilized on SiO2 surface, the Dh and PDI increased to 202 ± 3 and 0.144, 

respectively. This increase in average size, accompanied by a high PDI value, indicates the 

presence of particle clusters into the colloidal suspension, caused by the undesirable 

aggregation produced during the synthesis process. The values for the (SiO2-Cl)-g-PDEGMA 

NPs Dh of 226 ± 25 nm and PDI 0.110, indicates that polydispersed aggregates continued 

into the colloid suspension. In the case of route 2, a similar and increased behavior was 

observed for SiO2-Br and (SiO2-Br)-g-PDEGMA NPs, for whose suspensions the level of 

aggregation was such that it was not possible to determine a particle size with this technique. 

Clearly, all stages of SI-ATRP grafting explored here led to irreversible formation of 

aggregates, especially during the silanization process. For example, notice that the CPTES 

and BPATES are not stable in aqueous ammonia medium, so the SiO2 functionalization could 

not be performed in a one-pot procedure. Therefore, a set of separation, purification and 

resuspension operations in a new medium is necessary, which leads to the loss of colloidal 
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stability. When the SiO2 particles are dried under vacuum and resuspended in a non-polar 

solvent such as toluene, silanol groups are less ionized, and consequently the surface charge 

decreases, which causes destabilization of the colloidal system. In addition, functionalization 

with BPATES leads to colloidal aggregation, which can be attributed to an increase in the 

isoelectric point of the SiO2 surface due to silanol replacement, as observed after APTES 

functionalization.[43,44] It is therefore highly probable that the poor resuspension of the NPs 

compromises the availability of the entire surface for functionalization, preventing the 

synthesis of individual NPs homogeneously modified on their surface with the polymer layer.  

On the other hand, Pathway 3 showed a markedly different behavior on the DLS experiments. 

The original Dh and PDI were conserved when SiO2 NPs were functionalized by VTES. For 

(SiO2-V)-g-PDEGMA NPs the Dh and PDI were 166 ± 3 nm and 0.073, respectively 

indicating good monodispersity of colloids suspension. The increased in Dh of 32 nm could 

be directly attributed to the brushes polymer presence on the SiO2 NPs surfaces. This good 

behavior could be explained taking into account that the approach used for the synthesis 

(SiO2-V)-g-PDEGMA NPs proceeds entirely in ethanol solution, solvent whereby both bare 

and modified SiO2-V have great affinity, involves few separation steps and those that do not 

cause destabilization of the colloidal system.[45]  

 

Table 2. Hydrodynamic diameter and standard deviation, Dh ± SD (nm) and polidispersity 

index (PDI, in brackets), obtained by DLS of bare SiO2, functionalized SiO2, and grafted 

SiO2 NPs. Agg. indicates aggregates. 
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Pathway 1 SiO2 
154 ± 3 
(0.050) SiO2-Cl 202 ± 3 

(0.144) 
(SiO2-Cl)-g-
PDEGMA 

226 ± 25 
(0.110) 

Pathway 2 SiO2 
165 ± 6 
(0.070) SiO2-Br Agg. (SiO2-Br)-g-

PDEGMA Agg. 

Pathway 3 SiO2 
134 ± 4 
(0.077) SiO2-V 134 ± 3 

(0.079) 
(SiO2-V)-g-
PDEGMA 

166 ± 3 
(0.073) 

 

The DLS results can be easily correlated with visual observations. Figure 3 presents 

photographs of ethanol colloidal suspensions (5% w/v) of the unmodified SiO2 and 

functionalized SiO2 NPs with the three silane organic agents, CPTES, BPATES and VTES. 

In case of SiO2 and SiO2-V colloid suspensions exposed to the light showed similar scaterring 

properties. While, in the case of SiO2-Cl and SiO2-Br suspensions these particles scattered 

light strongly. Moreover, for SiO2-Br, the particles aggregates are visible to the naked eye 

and settle down to bottom in a couple of hours, confirming an unstable colloid suspension. 

 

Figure 3. Suspensions 5% w/v of unmodified SiO2 NPs and functionalized SiO2 NPs, SiO2-

Cl, SiO2-Br, SiO2-V. For each sample, hold up to the light (right).  ACCEPTED M
ANUSCRIPT
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Finally, the morphology of unmodified SiO2 NPs and core-brush SiO2 NPs with PDEGMA 

brushes was observed by TEM (Figure 4). As the previous characterizations suggested, the 

unmodified SiO2 NPs were found to be well dispersed spheres without aggregates.  

TEM images from the final hybrid nanomaterial also showed marked differences depending 

on the kind of polymerization and initiator. For the (SiO2-Cl)-g-PDEGMA NPs, Figure 4-

(b-c), in agreement with results reported by DLS, we observed the coexistence of individual 

particles with polydisperse aggregates; although the surface grafting of PDEGMA was 

confirmed in previous experiments, the core-brush structure was not clearly observed by this 

technique. These hybrid NPs exhibited a difference in average external diameter of about 10 

nm in comparison with bare SiO2. The (SiO2-Br)-g-PDEGMA, Figure 4- (d-e), presented a 

significant agglomeration with larger aggregates and, in good correlation with FTIR and 

TGA, clearly an organic layer could be observed due to the presence of the polymer. As no 

individual particles were found we could not inform any changes in the external diameter. 

Pathway 2 

Pathway 1 

Pathway 3 

SiO2 SiO2-Br

SiO2-Cl

SiO2-V
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However, the (SiO2-V)-g-PDEGMA system resulted in well dispersed particles without 

distinguishable aggregation (see Figure 4- (f-g)). For these particles, it is clearly possible to 

appreciate the organic polymer layer of the core-brush structures. Typically, these NPs 

showed a difference in the average external diameter of approximately 16 nm in comparison 

to the naked SiO2 NPs. In summary, TEM images confirm the results obtained from the 

previous techniques. 

 

Figure 4. TEM images of SiO2 NPs (a) and core-brush hybrid materials, (SiO2-Cl)-g-

PDEGMA, (b-c) (SiO2-Br)-g-PDEGMA, (d-e) and (SiO2-V)-g-PDEGMA, (f-g).  

 

Scheme 2 depicts a representation of the aggregation degree and the superficial polymer 

content NPs during each synthesis step of the three different routes for core-brush 
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(SiO2-Br) -g- PDEGMA

(SiO2-Cl) -g- PDEGMA

(SiO2-V) -g- PDEGMA
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nanomaterials. We hypothesize that the remarkable differences characteristics, in terms of 

aggregation and surface content, are a consequence of the involved synthesis process. 

When the SI-ATRP pathways 1 and 2 are employed, uniform PDEGMA brushes were grafted 

on the SiO2 surface. However, given that the starting colloids are aggregated (SiO2-Cl and 

SiO2-Br), one can expect that the morphology of the colloidal aggregates and their polymer 

content depends also on the surface reactivity. In Route 1, the less reactive CPTES-modified 

silica leads to lower grafting density, and as a consequence, relatively thin polymer shells are 

formed on the silica surfaces. In Route 2, however, the much higher reactivity triggered by 

BPATES leads to higher grafting density, and the thick synthesized polymer layer can 

eventually “engulf” these particle clusters. This suggests that the denser polymeric layer 

obtained using the more reactive BPATES initiator of SI-ATRP possibly contributes to the 

formation of macroscopic agglomerates. The limitations during the modification process 

make it very difficult to obtain the core-brush material resulting from this polymerization 

route as highly dispersed individual nanoparticles. 

On the other hand, the approach of (SiO2-V)-g-PDEGMA NPs preparation was carried out 

completely in ethanol solution. In this solvent, both unmodified and modified SiO2 particles 

lead to stabilized sols. However, the percentage of synthesized polymeric layers is low in 

comparison with the core-brush obtained by SI-ATRP in pathway 2. It is important to notice 

that these results are in good agreement with a previous report by Kim and co-workers,[18] 

where they presented an improved and more effective preparation method for monodisperse 

poly methyl methacrylate–silica composites without agglomeration using UV-induced 

radical graft polymerization. Moreover, it was observed that the polymer content obtained by 
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this route was similar to that of an SI-ATRP that employs the commercial and commonly 

used CPTES organic silane agent as the initiator.  

It is important to notice that some methods, as SI-ATRP, require a complicated operation 

process, high demand of equipment, limitation of specific sensitive chemicals or high energy 

consumption, and an extra purification step (for example, the Cu catalyst complex removal), 

which corresponding economic costs do not have advantage or realistic feasibility for large-

scale industrial production. In contrast, the UV-induced grafting polymerization exerts a 

relatively efficient, reproducible and simple process for PDEGMA brushes immobilization 

on the surface of SiO2 NPs. These characteristics make it an attractive alternative to be 

extended to other materials and surfaces, and feasible to be scaled-up to higher 

production.[18,24]  

As mentioned in the introduction, these hybrid core-brush materials can be tailor-made 

potentially with an unlimited number of architectures and in diverse forms, depending on the 

final requirements or its application. In this context, when obtaining core-brush NPs, it is 

essential to controlling the functionality incorporation and resulting morphological 

characteristics through the synthesis and processing techniques employed. In this framework, 

this report represents an important contribution in controlling the dispersion, polymer content 

and colloidal stability of silica-based hybrid nanoparticles. It was demonstrated that the 

selection of a synthesis methodology has a significant impact on these characteristics. 

Therefore, it is necessary, in the first place, to carry out a careful evaluation of the 

requirements of the nanomaterial depending on its final application before opting for one or 

another.  
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It is important to note that, these core-brush particles present high interest in different 

applications. First, the core-brush NPs were promising to be used as a thermo-responsive 

smart carrier. The results obtained here suggest that the LCST could be tuned choosing 

between one of our three pathway, because they conduced to different PDEGMA content on 

SiO2 particles. The (SiO2-Br)-g-PDEGMA is an especially interesting candidate due to the 

presence of a thicker tunable polymer shell and a clearly observable phase transition. Figure 

5 shows the behavior when (SiO2-Br)-g-PDEGMA NPs colloid suspension was exposed to 

the temperature under stirring; a clear phase separation was immediately observed above the 

polymer LCST (close to 50°C in this case), which was reversible when exposing to lower 

temperature values. Notice that, during this experiment the colloid suspension was under 

stirring, it means the particles were suspended.  

 

 

Figure 5 – Thermo-responsive behavior of (SiO2-Br)-g-PDEGMA NPs. 

 

On the other hand, due to the excellent hydration capability of the shells consisting of PEG 

brushes, the functional SiO2 NPs can achieve good lubricating properties in aqueous media 

T > LCSTT < LCST
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through hydration lubrication mechanism.[46] It is well known that it the surface 

modification with PEG groups helps to decrease the hemolytic activity of silica particles. 

PEG brushes not only mask the surface silanol groups but also serve as a protecting layer, 

hindering the contact of silica oligomers emerging from partially dissolved silica surfaces to 

the red blood cells RBCs.[47] Both systems (SiO2-Cl)-g-PDEGMA and (SiO2-V)-g-

PDEGMA NPs, prepared by pathway 1 and 3 have a promising potential in this field. In 

addition, the vinyl pathway takes place entirely in ethanol solution, which leads to a simpler 

and efficient dispersion of the final product. It is worthy to note that the dilution of the initial 

ethanolic colloid in water leads to an excellent and stable dispersion. 

In summary, we report for the first time a detailed study for the development and synthesis 

of core-brush nanoparticles via grafting-from approach on SiO2 surface with DEGMA-

derived polymer brushes, using two types of radical polymerization, non-controlled and 

controlled. The results have demonstrated that the dispersion, stability, polymer content and 

object morphology of these PDEGMA-modified core-brush silica colloids can be controlled 

by tuning the experimental variables. In addition, the critical role of the preparation route has 

been highlighted. These hybrid colloids also present a temperature-responsive behavior, 

which makes them very promising for different applications in smart carriers. 

 

Scheme 2. Representation of the NPs aggregation during each step of synthesis. ACCEPTED M
ANUSCRIPT
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4. Conclusions 

Core-brush nanoparticles were designed and synthetized by grafting-from polymerization on 

SiO2 surface with PDEGMA brushes. A crossed study by DRIFTS, TGA, TEM and DLS 

confirm the incorporation and nature of the polymers, and the possibility of controlling brush 

thickness, which in turn controls the aggregation process. We report three pathways for 

PDEGMA grafting on SiO2 particles, involving two types of polymerization, non-controlled 

and controlled, which are different in synthesis complexity, experimental configuration, 

nanoparticles post-synthesis purification and polymer density grafted. These different 

alternatives led to core-brush nanoparticles with remarkable differences between them in 

terms of aggregation, surface charge and re-dispersability of the colloid systems. We 

concluded and suggest that the synthesis method for core-brush nanoparticles preparation 

should be selected depending on the requirements for the final material or its application. For 
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example, if it is necessary to obtain a system with high content of polymer grafted on SiO2 

NPs, regardless of the way in which they are distributed or associated, we suggest used 

pathway 2. In case of lower content of polymer grafted on SiO2 NPs, we recommend route 1 

or 3. On the other hand, when a highly monodisperse final system and/or a straightforward 

method are relevant requirements, pathway 3 is the best selection. In addition, taking into 

account that the critical step of the methods presented here is the silica functionalization, we 

believe that these routes can be extended to monomers with similar reactivity, leading to PEG-

modified (POEGMA or PEGMA) or acrylamide (PNIPAm) backbones. 
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